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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 10/31/2022

Description 2024 Coachmen RV Chaparral Lite 254RLS, Coachmen RV Chaparral Lite fifth
wheel 254RLS highlights: Front Private Bedroom Rear Tri-Fold Sofa Entertainment
Center Outside Shower You and your spouse will have a comfortable getaway in
this fifth wheel! The rear living area is the perfect place to wind down your nights
by relaxing on either the 78" tri-fold hide-a-bed sofa or play a few card games at
the free-standing table while enjoying snacks that were stored in the pantry next
to the entertainment center. The fully equipped kitchen has everything you need
to prepare delicious home cooked meals. The full bathroom has a 40" x 30"
shower with a seat to freshen up in each morning after getting a good night's rest
on the queen bed in the front private bedroom, plus there is a wardrobe in the
bedroom to keep your clothes looking their best! Comfort, convenience, and an
easy haul is what you will find with each one of these Coachmen RV Chaparral
Lite fifth wheels! Their Tri-Tex powder coated frame technology is up to 5X more
weather resistant, and the dual-sided Azdel composite sidewall panels is ultra
durable. The Road Armor suspension by Trail Air comes with heavy duty shackles
and wet bolts so you can be sure it will hold up through every adventure, and you
might want to add the exterior back-up and sideview camera prep for easy
parking. You will feel right at home inside with a modern sound bar with a stereo,
blackout roller night shades, Thomas Payne furniture, a high BTU output modern
electric fireplace, and many more comforts! The exterior is just as inviting with its
electric awning with LED lights, Solid Step entry steps, and pass-through storage
for all your gear!

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 77998
VIN Number: 5ZT3CLPB5RA331143
Condition: New
Length: 30
GVW: 9800
Sleeps: 4
Slideouts: 1

0 mi
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Item address Junction City, Oregon, United States
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